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This new edition is revised throughout and includes new and expanded information on natural resource
damage assessment, the latest emerging contaminants and issues, and adds new international coverage,
including case studies and rules and regulations. The text details key environmental contaminants,
explores their fates in the biosphere, and discusses bioaccumulation and the effects of contaminants at
increasing levels of ecological organization. Vignettes written by experts illustrate key themes or
highlight especially pertinent examples. This edition offers an instructors' solution manual, PowerPoint
slides, and supplemental images. Features: Adds all new discussions of natural resource damage
assessment concepts and approaches Includes new vignettes written by leading guest authors Draws on
materials from 2,500 cited sources, including 400+ new to this edition Adds numerous new entries to a
useful glossary of 800+ terms Includes a new appendix discussing Brazilian environmental laws and
regulations added to existing appendices outlining U.S., E.U., Chinese, Australian, and Indian
environmental laws Fundamentals of Ecotoxicology: The Science of Pollution, Fifth Edition contains a
broad overview of ecotoxicology and provides a basic understanding of the field. Designed as a textbook
for use in introductory graduate or upper-level undergraduate courses in ecotoxicology, applied ecology,
environmental pollution, and environmental science, it can also be used as a general reference for
practicing environmental toxicologists.
Few books currently exist that cover such a wide spectrum of topics. The chapters dealing with air
pollution from mobile sources, air pollution and health effects and air quality modelling fall into the air
pollution category while the ones related to microalgae for carbon dioxide sequestration/biofuels
production, fuel cells, and solar energy technology, respectively, can be ascribed to the energy topic.
Several technologies to handle a wide spectrum of environmental pollutants are taken into account in
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numerous chapters. The chapter on biodiversity is clearly related to the conservation issue, while the
water pollution subject is tackled by the chapter on water quality monitoring. Finally, a general analysis
on green business, as well as a chapter on grid/cloud computing technology for collaborative problem
solving and shared resources management conclude the work. Because of its breadth of coverage, this
book is particularly useful as a graduate text.

Much has been written about the economic and political problems of countries that are in the process of
changing from centrally planned systems to market systems. Most studies have focused on the
economic, legal, political and sociological problems these economies have had to face during the
transition period. However, not much has been written about the dramatic changes that have to be made
to the accounting and financial system of a transition economy. This book was written to help fill that
gap. This book is the second in a series to examine accounting and financial system reform in transition
economies. The first book used Russia as a case study. The present volume in the series examines some
additional aspects of the reform in Russia and also looks at the accounting and financial system reform
efforts that are being made in Ukraine, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Armenia and five Central Asian
republics.
People with mental illness are often stigmatized, both in the U.S. and around the world. Paradoxically,
many in the mental health professions are themselves the source of a great deal of such stigma.
Theoretical models in psychology and psychiatry have often blamed family members for causingmental
illness, and too many practitioners and scientists hold to "us versus them" attitudes, showing extreme
reluctance to admit personal and family experiences of mental illness.In Living with Mental Illness,
mental health professionals and scientists, ranging from newly trained individuals to seasoned clinicians
and researchers, tell their own and their families' stories of mental disorder, providing an unprecedented
level of honesty and disclosure. The volume presentsmoving and inspiring narratives of serious mental
disorder in individuals who have decided to focus their careers on mental illness in others. The editor,
who has previously disclosed his own family's struggles with his father's lifelong, misdiagnosed bipolar
disorder, utilizes his own experiencesto integrate, synthesize, and provide perspective on these revealing
contributions. Through both personal narratives and accounts of parents, siblings, or offspring, the
contributors convey the serious impairments that can accrue to those with mental illness, the strength
and courage that emanatefrom such experiences, and the ways in which these experiences have
contributed to their own decisions to enter the mental health field.Providing a humanizing portrayal of
mental disorder, this volume will be indispensable reading for those in the mental health professions,
trainees across many related fields, family members, persons contending with mental illness, and all
those who wish to know more about the effects of mentalillness on our society. Its stark stories of pain
and impairment, and its clear messages of hope and courage, will inspire those working in the mental
health professions, as well as their clients, for years to come.
This book combines stylistic analysis with corpus linguistics to present an innovative account of the
phenomenon of speech, writing and thought presentation - commonly referred to as 'speech reporting' or
'discourse presentation'. This new account is based on an extensive analysis of a quarter-of-a-million
word electronic collection of written narrative texts, including both fiction and non-fiction. The book
includes detailed discussions of: The construction of this corpus of late twentieth-century written British
narratives taken from fiction, newspaper news reports and (auto)biographies The development of a
manual annotation system for speech, writing and thought presentation and its application to the corpus.
The findings of a quantitive and qualitative analysis of the forms and functions of speech, writing and
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thought presentation in the three genres represented in the corpus. The findings of the analysis of a range
of specific phenomena, including hypothetical speech, writing and thought presentation, embedded
speech, writing and thought presentation and ambiguities in speech, writing and thought presentation.
Two case studies concentrating on specific texts from the corpus. Corpus Stylistics shows how stylistics,
and text/discourse analysis more generally, can benefit from the use of a corpus methodology and the
authors' innovative approach results in a more reliable and comprehensive categorisation of the forms of
speech, writing and thought presentation than have been suggested so far. This book is essential reading
for linguists interested in the areas of stylistics and corpus linguistics.
I have physical scars from past surgeries, however, I have emotional scars as well. They were buried
deep inside (hidden). It wasn't until my mother died was I able to "catch my breath" and to make sense
of or process the emotional pain I had endured due to her prescription drug addiction, resulting in my
own addictions.
Climb inside these stunning muscle car drop-tops, straight from the classic era of American highperformance cars! Today's rarest, priciest, and most highly sought-after muscle cars are also the least
practical. These are the striking convertibles of the 1960s and 1970s that were optioned out for drag
racing. Wide-Open Muscle showcases these rare cars and proves that sometimes it pays to throw
practicality out the window in order to make something purely cool and fun to drive. At the peak of drag
racing popularity, it was common knowledge that racers needed the lightest, most rigid-framed cars
available. Convertibles represent the exact opposite of that description, so it's amazing that these drop
tops ever emerged amid the circle of full-throttle dragsters. While typical convertible drivers cruised
around listening to the latest Lovin' Spoonful release in the eight-track tape deck, these muscle-car
convertibles were equipped for rock 'n' roll speed. These topless muscle cars are so rare because few
people had the dedication (or money) to buy a vehicle this impractical. They're valuable because they
represent the absolute extreme of the entire muscle-car genre. All the cars in Wide-Open Muscle are shot
in similar fashion, studio-style with a black background using a process known as light painting. It is the
ultimate portrayal of the ultimate muscle cars.
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